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Vertigo

by William Fishell

I. Lights

II. Woland’s Ball

III. City Streets

IV. Ennadai

V. A Song For Lori

VI. Don’t Wanna Leave

Performers:

Robin Kong ‘22e, flute
William Fishell ‘22e, trumpet and conductor

Dean Gordon ‘22, tenor saxophone
Connor Barnes ‘25, trombone
Matthew Mueller ‘24, piano

Anna Dietrich ‘22, bass
Camuel Hart ‘23, drums
Diana Daniels ‘22, voice

Kiiren Aamer ‘24, mc
Hannah Kim, ‘25, violin
Hasun Noh, ‘25, violin

Grace Geeganage, ‘23, viola
Rebecca Schrader, ‘24, cello

Please silence your mobile phone, watch, or any other electronic noise-makers during the concert.
Please refrain from using electronic devices with light-producing screens, as they are distracting to your fellow

audience members. Use of cameras or recording devices is strictly prohibited.



NOTES ON THE PROGRAM

Anyone whose goal is ‘something higher' must expect someday to suffer vertigo. What is vertigo? Fear of
falling? No, vertigo is something other than fear of falling. It is the voice of emptiness below us which
tempts and lures us, it is the desire to fall, against which terrified, we defend ourselves.

-Milan Kundera, The Unbearable Lightness of Being

Technological advancements of the 20th and 21st centuries have given composers new tools with which to create
music. From the Beatles’ use of the Mellotron on Strawberry Fields to Public Enemy’s use of the SP 1200 on It Takes
a Nation of Millions, new technologies have changed the soundscapes of all genres. What happens when new
technologies are used in the composition process itself? Vertigo is a collection of pieces that attempts to explore
this question. Vertigo uses Long Short Term Memory neural networks to create melodic and harmonic ideas as the
kernels that developed into these pieces.

Vertigo is scored for a four horn jazz ensemble and features a string quartet, an MC and a singer. This thesis blends
classical, jazz, salsa and hip hop influences. I am fascinated with J Dilla’s drumming style and wanted to contrast it
with the tight rhythm sections in Ray Baretto’s music. Furthermore, I wanted to put the pentatonic sounds of
Debussy’s music in juxtaposition to the more dissonant sounds of Wayne Shorter’s early music. Each piece
represents a different blend of these four styles and is my attempt to curate a sound distinct from anyone of the
styles totally. I ask the audience to refrain from clapping until the end of the work

About the Composer

William Fishell began studying music at age 6, beginning with trumpet lessons in his hometown of Larchmont, New
York. William thought of himself as a trumpet player rather than a composer throughout High School. His first
experience composing was in his sophomore year where he composed for a combo in music 243. After that he
dove into Jazz composition and studied independently with professor Robinson for a semester. During this same
period, William began exploring hip hop production and sample chopping. He studied hip hop production with
professor Coddington and was exposed to the various production techniques from producers such as J Dilla, DJ
Premier, and Kanye West. From composing Pop songs for his band Ant Revival to Jazz pieces for his group Cirrus,
William composed various pieces that incorporated jazz and hip hop for the different groups he played in. In his
Junior and Senior years, William began studying 20th century classical music with Professor Moricz and has utilized
these influences in many of his compositions from then onward. Most notably, he wrote a piece inspired by
Mahler's 5th symphony for his final composition project. Lastly, over the last two years, William has begun
composing pieces that are influenced by Latin music and has studied Latin rhythmic and harmonic styles with
professor Robinson. Alongside these influences and interest in composing, William has a strong interest in machine
learning. He became deeply interested in artificial creativity and sought to use machine learning as a tool for his
composition process. This last year, William has focused on these 4 genres and blending them to curate his own
sound. He has used machine learning as a tool through this process to help generate ideas and sounds to inspire his
composition process.

Notes on the movements

Lights blends classical and hip hop influences. This piece begins with a piano and string interlude that slowly
engulfs the entire ensemble. This song then shifts into a hip hop piece as the drummer plays a trap beat that goes
between 4/4 and 7/4.

City Streets begins as a straight ahead jazz piece that moves into a salsa montuno. After this it shifts in a hip hop
piece with a J Dilla drum beat underneath. This hip hop section moves back into the original vamp.



Woland’s Ball blends a latin drum pattern with harmony inspired by Wayne Shorter’s piece, Armageddon. It moves
between this initial feel and a traditional hip hop groove.

Ennadai starts with a Debussy style piano introduction. This vamps into a straight ahead swing piece and at the end
reintroduces the Debussy introduction, only now with a more improvisational approach.

A Song for Lori begins with a simple ostinato rhythm by the pianist. The bassist then comes in and adds their own
ostinato pattern. This builds until the horns come in. This section breaks down into a funk section which acts as a
bridge between the melody and reintroduction of the ostinato pattern.

Don’t Wanna Leave is inspired by Abstract Orchestra and puts is a live arrangement of a sample chop that I created.
This piece is the only one that utilizes vocals, and has a singer sing the chopped up vocals lines while an MC raps
atop the band.
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